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What is FDT® Technology?
The FDT Group AISBL is an international non-profit corporation con-
sisting of leading worldwide member companies active in industrial 
automation and manufacturing. The major purpose of the FDT Group 
is to provide an open standard for enterprise-wide network and asset 
integration, innovating the way automation architectures connect 
and communicate sensor to cloud for the process, hybrid and factory 
automation markets. FDT technology benefits both manufacturers 
and end users, with advancements such as the Industrial Internet 
of Things (IIoT) and Industry 4.0 delivered out-of-the-box – enabling 
modernized asset integration and access to performance data for  
visualizing crucial operational problems. Around the world, end 
users, manufacturers, universities, and research organizations are 
working together to develop the technology; provide development 
tools, support, and training; coordinate field trials and  
demonstrations; and enable product interoperability.

FDT Technology is comprised of two primary software compo-
nents—the FDT Device Type Manager (FDT/DTM™) the driver for an 
intelligent device, and the FDT FRAME Application (FDT/FRAME™), 
which can be a stand-alone configuration application or embedded 
in engineering applications such as a DCS, PLC or asset management 
solution. DTMs developed by instrumentation suppliers provide a 
graphical interface to support configuration, diagnostics and  
troubleshooting of critical measurement devices and other assets. 
The FRAME Application provided by the system supplier, hosts DTMs 
used for management of all the devices on a wide variety of process 
and factory networks within a facility. Together, an FDT/FRAME and a 
collection of DTMs and/or other device drivers create an FDT-enabled 
application, which can be scaled from a small collection of devices to 
tens of thousands of devices controlled by a single FRAME  
throughout the automation communication pyramid.

Join Us
LinkedIn YouTube Twitter

>> FDT/DTMTM Catalog 

>> FDT/FRAMETM Catalog

>> Newsletter Registration

>> Become a Member              

>> Events

>> Contact Us

Learn More

Newsletter Contributors

Visit www.fdtgroup.org for more information.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/27056161/admin/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/fdtgroup/
https://www.youtube.com/user/FDTGroupNA
https://twitter.com/FDTGroup
https://fdtgroup.org/products/fdt-dtms/
https://fdtgroup.org/products/fdt-frames/
https://mailchi.mp/fdtgroup.org/messenger_subscribe
https://fdtgroup.org/membership/members/
https://fdtgroup.org/events/
https://fdtgroup.org/about/contact-us/
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Editorial: FITS™ Ready Solutions for Modernized Automation Manufacturing
The standards-based, platform independent, information-driven business model

I continue to be amazed with the progress and collaboration efforts 
from our team of experts as we near the homestretch for deploy-

ment of our transformative FDT IIoT Server (FITS™) platform,  
modernized Integration Development Environment (IDE) and test 
tool at the end of this year. The simultaneous release of the FITS 
specification alongside development tools is unique to standards-
based organizations and will allow the automation community to 
jump start development of platform independent solutions for FITS 
DTMs, FITS Servers, and clients to meet market demands. As we en-
ter our second and final membership review cycle of the specification 
where members gain the advantage of reviewing and providing  
comments, it’s remarkable to think about FDT’s pivotal position 
entering as the first device integration standard for IIoT. My thanks 
to the many teams of industry experts that are making this project 
a success – our Architecture and Specification Team, Security Team, 
Annex Teams, the Style Guide Team and the Change Control Boards, 
as they have led the way in developing this innovative, agile, Industry 
4.0 solution.  
 

The FITS solution is a solid framework based off industry-driven  
feedback. News of our emerging FITS Server has drawn significant  
attention from the automation community for its platform  
independent, information-driven business model approach as well as 
its’ ability to be deployed on a local server, within a control platform, 
on the edge, or in the cloud. One market-driven requirement  
included engineering a specification compliant, platform  
independent FITS Server that will also be available at the end of this 
year, coincident with the release of the FITS standard. Vendors can 
deploy this Server ‘as is’ or can wrap value-add/custom features and 
services around the Server to meet their unique marketplace  
requirements. Throughout the remainder of the year, we will be  
giving key industry conference demonstrations of this Server includ-
ing its integrated OPC UA server that makes all intelligent device data 
available to authorized higher level systems. It is amazing that this 
FDT engineered component can seamlessly scale from a small Linux 
embedded system up to a full cloud-based server-farm powerhouse. 
 
 

Lee Lane, FDT Group Chairman of the Board of Directors



Continued
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While those familiar with the FDT standard have long seen desktop 
and client/server implementations of the FDT standard, there is a 
certain thrill to seeing the complete device management interface on 
a tablet’s web browser. With zero installation on the tablet, this is a 
complete game changer for work flow management. Now complete 
access to the device, its manuals and documentation, configuration 
wizards, diagnostic aids, and calibration management are all available 
in situ on a lightweight, long battery life platform that is broadly  
available from a wide variety of sources. Pick your tablet brand/oper-
ating system – the FITS standard is fully functional with all major web 
browsers.  
 
While many of our member companies have been involved in the 
development and prototyping of the FITS standard, we will be host-
ing an official FITS developer seminar for FDT members on October 
8-9 this year in Stuttgart, Germany. Here developers, system archi-
tects, and product managers will get a deep dive session into the new 
standard and its’ eco system including hands on development with 
the new FITS developer tools. This is an event that FDT members will 
not want to miss. 
 
 
 

In closing, I am pleased to announce that our Executive Committee 
and Board of Directors recently received approval from our General 
Assembly for a new pricing model for our various developer tools and 
components that the FDT Group makes available in support of the 
FDT standard. This new model dramatically lowers the cost of de-
velopment tools for members and even makes a very attractive “try 
before you buy” option available to vendors considering developing 
FDT compliant products. Watch our website (www.fdtgroup.org) for 
more details on this value acceleration initiative.

FITSTM Ready Solutions for Modernized Automation Manufacturing 

http://www.fdtgroup.org
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FDT Group, an independent, international, not-for-profit industry 
association supporting the evolution of FDT® technology, is pre-

paring to launch an Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) Server-based 
architecture. This emerging solution is attracting the attention of 
control system and field device vendors with its universal platform 
integration approach, which allows for open and secure, yet flexible, 
scalable, and data-driven service and solutions business models. 
 
This article describes the advantages of the FDT IIoT Server™ (FITS™) 
approach for instrumentation suppliers seeking to evolve their prod-
uct portfolio to keep pace with IIoT and the latest Industry 4.0 initia-
tives. 
 
FDT Group members, including many of the largest suppliers of 
industrial automation technology worldwide, see a wide range of 
opportunities to better serve customers – and improve their business 
performance – by adopting the FITS solution. 
 
DTMs Empower Business Intelligence  
Using FDT technology, industrial organizations can parameterize, 
monitor, diagnose and troubleshoot a wide range of automation 
devices: from the most simple photoeye to complex/critical devices. 

The FDT Device Type Manager™ (FDT/DTM™) is a core component of 
this solution. It contains the application software that defines all the 
parameters and capabilities included in a given automation device. 
The DTM encapsulates all device-specific data, functions, and  
business rules such as the device structure, its communication  
capabilities, internal dependencies, and human-machine interface 
(HMI) structure. 

FITS™ DTMs Empower Innovative Business Models for Automation Instrumentation Portfolios
Standards-based device integration and asset management evolves to support IIoT and the latest Industry 4.0 initiatives

Suriya Kumar Selvaraj, FDT VP of Technology
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Tens of millions of DTMs are currently 
deployed around the world. They are a 
universal tool for lifecycle management 
of any device/network in the process 
and factory automation markets. DTMs 
are designed for smart devices provid-
ing data-driven business intelligence. 
Their data allows for predictive  
maintenance models for effective asset 
management. 
 
Traditionally, automation manufactur-
ers have employed two basic types of 
DTMs: Comm DTMs providing direct 
access to a communication component 
for a specific class of device, and  
Device DTMs that interact with a 
Comm DTM to access its field device. 
 
Today, FDT/DTMs are designed to run 
in an FDT/FRAME™ (a software applica-
tion that enables a graphical interface 
used to configure, maintain and  
diagnose intelligent devices from dif-

ferent suppliers) such as a lightweight 
configuration tool, a control system/
PLC engineering tool, an operator con-
sole or an asset management tool. The 
FDT-enabled engineering application 
initiates the DTMs and automatically 
routes the communications through 
complex, disparate networks. 

FDT Evolves to Empower IIoT 
Ready Solutions 
Industry-driven feedback has been the 
basis for the growth of FDT technology 
since the release of the original single-
user desktop approach, Version 1.2 
specification in May 2001. The latest 
version of the standard, FDT 2.1, has 
evolved to a distributed, multi-user, cli-
ent/server approach. It offers a robust 
combination of features, including 
improved security, faster performance, 
ease of use, and investment protec-
tion. These advancements underscore 
FDT’s transformation as a complete, 

Continued
FITSTM DTMs Empower Innovative Business Models for 
Automation Instrumentation Portfolios

http://www.endress.com/fieldcare
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standardized platform enabling sensor-to-cloud,  
enterprise-wide connectivity for the new era of automation.
 
In 2018, FDT Group announced the development of the FITS archi-
tecture that will provide a flexible platform for deployment of various 
IIoT-based solutions. FITS is multi-faceted, scalable and agile, and can 
be utilized in a host of diverse operating environments due to its  
platform independent approach employing the .NET Core framework. 
This will result in a server architecture that is deployable on a  
Microsoft-, Linux- or iOS-based operating system and bridges the  
current FDT installed base with support for the IIoT and Industry 4.0.

The FITS architecture is built around a core FDT Server, which serves 
as a broker for wide range of client/server interactions, whereby  
communication between key components is standardized for its’ 
control, OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) and web services inter-
faces. The solution includes an OPC UA Server and a WebServer. The 
OPC UA Server allows access to DTM data with authenticated OPC 
UA Clients, whereas the WebServer enables the use of FITS DTM web 
user interfaces on remotely connected, browser-based clients such 
as smart phones, tablets, and PCs. It also supports the use of apps 
that improve workforce productivity and plant availability.

The FITS solution provides enhanced protection for critical automa-
tion data via robust multi-layered security, and leverages vetted 
industry standards such as Transport Layer Security (TLS) enabling 
Web Sockets Secure (WSS) and Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure 
(HTTPS).

Intended as a comprehensive, standardized solution for use through-
out the industrial automation field, FITS will offer greater agility for 
device integration. It will impact the automation device supplier 
business model by allowing for creation of a Universal FITS Device 
Type Manager (FITS/DTM™) that will seamlessly integrate with any 
FITS Server (multi-user) or Desktop (single-user) hosting  
environment.

FITS DTMs hold the key to unlocking universal device integration with 
important advantages such as platform independence, mobility solu-
tions, and a contemporary development environment to reduce costs 
and expedite the DTM certification process.

The FITS architecture will empower the intelligent enterprise with 
native integration of OPC UA, as well as comprehensive control and 
web services for secure mobile, cloud, fog and enterprise-wide  
applications in the process, hybrid and discrete automation sectors.

Continued
FITSTM DTMs Empower Innovative Business Models for Automation Instrumentation Portfolios
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FDT IIoT Server (Distributed Platform) 
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FITS DTM-enabled devices will serve as the hub of data driving robust 
asset management capabilities. At the same time, integration with 
OPC UA provides an ongoing infrastructure to make this information 
available to thousands of other applications and platforms. 
 
New Business Model Solutions 
Recent developments within FDT technology, including the emerging 
FITS architecture, promise to deliver a highly refined and rigorously 
tested solution for companies looking to evolve their smart device 
portfolios with adaptive and agile offerings. 
 
FITS promises to enable an easy and better user experience with 
greater flexibility, mobility, scalability, and availability with FITS DTMs. 
Users will be able to take advantage of secure and seamless data 
exchange/interrogation from sensor to cloud, and achieve new lev-
els of information technology (IT) and operational technology (OT) 
integration. For device vendors, FITS DTMs will provide fit-for-purpose 
solutions for tasks such deep inspection diagnostics and prognostics 
enhanced driven by artificial intelligence.

All FITS DTMs comply with the NAMUR NE-107 recommendation, 
which stipulates that operators need a view of the process includ-
ing the status of the instrumentation in a simple and uniform way 
– regardless of source device – to support predictive maintenance 

strategies. The DTMs will be a key enabler for apps intended to view 
the health of field devices, and subsequently improve maintenance 
workflows.

The FITS solution also makes it easier to demonstrate new instrumen-
tation products since a Wi-Fi connection and/or 4G-enabled tablet is 
all that’s needed to show customers how a FITS DTM-enabled device 
can be configured using a remote server.

A big difference to earlier versions of the FDT standard and FITS is  
separation of the graphical user interface (GUI) and business logic, 
since the FITS solution is WebUI-based. Furthermore, FITS DTMs will 
work on FITS Servers and the FITS Desktop (stand-alone) environ-
ments.

Device suppliers transitioning from the use of FDT 1.2 technology to 
FITS-based DTMs will no longer have to deal with the coding chal-
lenges associated with the co-mingled business logic and GUIs in the 
earlier standard. The move to the .NET Core framework for server and 
client platform independence with the FITS solution does not affect 
current business logic. Rather, developers utilizing the latest DTMs 
simply need to install the HTML 5 and Javascript user interface.

Continued
FITSTM DTMs Empower Innovative Business Models for Automation Instrumentation Portfolios
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By authoring with FDT Group’s Com-
mon Component toolkit, developers 
can automatically ensure their FITS 
DTM is OPC UA compatible. This means 
there is no extra coding needed for 
OPC UA access, and device data will 
automatically be accessible across the 
enterprise for a wide range of process 
monitoring and data integration pur-
poses.

The deployment of “FITS as a Service” 
is a natural aspect of the FITS architec-
ture, since new devices are supported 
as part of a comprehensive software-
as-a-service model. The availability 
of a cloud-based repository providing 
convenient access to FITS DTMs for 
on- and off-premise and standalone 
applications is an inherent advantage 
of this solution. The repository allows 
for convenient DTM storage and device 
management, not to mention secure 

data transfer and messaging with pro-
active user alerts when DTM updates 
are available. This approach eliminates 
the headache of distributing DTMs to 
customers and is part of FDT Group’s 
streamlined certification process. It pro-
vides a secure portal allowing vendors 
to authorize/de-authorize end-users; 
view reports and download history; and 
upload, update, remove, or suspend 
DTMs as needed. 

Paired with Microsoft’s Visual Studio 
integrated development environment 
(IDE), FITS DTM Common Components 
assist with the development of platform 
independent FDT/DTMs and help as-
sure compliance with the FDT standard. 
All the required FDT logic and interfaces 
are already pre-built and verified so the 
majority of test cases will automatically 
pass during the certification process. 
This solution satisfies basic software  

EFFICIENT AND CUSTOMIZABLE 

INDUSTRIAL SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
FRAMEWORK - DPI

Utthunga being an industry expert combining all its industry and technical expertise gained
over years has developed Industrial Software Development framework called Device
Programming Interface(DPI). This framework ensures faster time to market and better ROI
with ample extensibility and scalability options.It rapidly builds the prototypes, Simulators
and Applications that suits every OEMs and End user’s need. DPI is the right choice for any
Industrial Software application development for OEMs as well as End users.

Key Features Include:

Simulation and Offline built in capability Data Logging module

Device scan/rescan capability Built in communication protocol for HART serial,
HART-IP,HART MUX, FF, EtherNet/IP, Modbus Slave,
MODBUS RTU/TCP/IP, PROFIBUS 

Audit Trail and logging capability

Client/Server architecture with/without OPC plug-in

Visit us at:
https://utthunga.com/dpi-device-programming-interface-solutions/* Product logos, image all rights reserved by owning companies

Mobile Dashboard / SCADA
Asset Health Application

Industrial Software
Development Framework

Industrial Software Tool

Alarm Management

Service & Diagnostic Tool

Asset Health Monitoring

Dashboard App

Cloud Based Solutions

OPC Solutions

Device Integration Solution
FDT / DTM, FDI UIP

Continued
FITSTM DTMs Empower Innovative Business Models for 
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In addition, device suppliers can employ FDT Group’s official test 
and certification tool for FITS DTMs, dtmINSPECTOR. Using this tool 
for prescreening during development helps to ensure specification 
compliance, greatly enhances interoperability, speeds certification 
and enables developers to deliver robust FDT-enabled solutions while 
accelerating time to market.

Conclusion
FDT Group’s ongoing technology and standards development work 
is aimed at empowering control system and device suppliers with a 
universal software environment to focus on adaptive business model 
product solutions that realize the benefits of IIoT for seamless device 
integration and information exchange across the enterprise.

The emerging FITS architecture will enable DTM developers to move 
from a limited desktop environment to a modern, cloud-based brows-
er environment. They will be able to leverage advantages such as 
platform independence, mobility and enhanced data security, as well 
as automatic OPC UA compatibility – with lower cost tools enabling 
faster development and certification – along with greater DTM acces-
sibility via a central, online  
repotory.

ContinuedContinued
FITSTM DTMs Empower Innovative Business Models for Automation Instrumentation Portfolios

coding requirements for automation device manufacturers and 
frees up their time to focus on unique differentiating features. It 
also dramatically reduces overall development time for new intel-
ligent devices.

With FITS, DTM development efforts can now take place in a 
more contemporary, platform-independent GUI employing HTML 
5.0 and Javascript — greatly reducing the burden of DTM 
development, and saving time and money when bringing new 
product offerings to market.

FITS DTMs employ responsive touch screen features like soft 
keyboards, speech-to-text and scanned barcodes as part of HTML 
5.0 development, which are mandatory for use with tablets and 
smart phones. This ensures the familiar interface found on to-
day’s mobile devices is integral to the DTM environment.

The implementation of a modern-based solution and develop-
ment environment on a day-to-day basis will also help industrial 
device manufacturers attract and retain a new generation of 
workers for software programming activities.
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Step-by-Step Approach to Effective Asset Management
How FDT® technology helped Chevron Philips Chemical Company LP save time and reduce costs during all phases of a Greenfield 
plant project.

 

In the process industries, as a plant lifecycle moves from the plan-
ning, design, engineering and start-up phases to the operation 

phase, the focus is on keeping processes running at optimal  
efficiency and lowest possible costs. 
 
A good asset management system does more than assist with trou-
bleshooting problems with field devices and other equipment; it can 
also help improve the overall performance of an industrial facility. 
The true value of asset management can only be realized through a 

step-by-step approach addressing all phases of the asset lifecycle – 
and encompassing plant personnel and management – focused on 
achieving bottom line benefits. 
 
The following article describes how Inter Pipeline Ltd. recently com-
missioned a new liquids extraction plant with smart HART® devices, 
and used FDT technology to access information so as to effectively 
streamline pre-commissioning, configuration and troubleshooting of 
field instruments.  
 
Introduction
The goals of maximizing assets and improving plant reliability are criti-
cal today. Measurement and control devices used to automate manu-
facturing facilities are assets because they produce financial value. For 
years, these intelligent assets were configured, installed and basically 
forgotten. That is, until they malfunctioned or caused a failure, which 
might have resulted in a significant loss of value.

With the right asset management system, operations and mainte-
nance personnel can work together to proactively extend equipment 
life and prevent breakdowns by closely monitoring device diagnostics. 
Every field device has to be configured, calibrated and maintained, 
and its information managed over its entire lifecycle.

Amit Ajmeri DCS Specialist - USGC2 Project, Chevron Phillips Chemical Company LP
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Can you manage 
configuration  
and diagnostic 
information remotely?

Get more from your  
HART devices with  
our new I/O DTMs.  
Learn more.

 
Today’s Operating Challenge 
For profitable operations, it is vital 
for industrial sites to improve overall 
efficiency and lower costs. Accomplish-
ing these goals means plant person-
nel must respond quickly to potential 
problems. Operations and mainte-
nance teams are now asked to do more 
than simply identify problems and fix 
equipment breakdowns – they are 
expected to work together to increase 
efficiency, minimize downtime, and 
extend the life of equipment.

Industrial organizations must also make 
sure essential know-how is not lost. 
With the retirement of experienced 
operators, they stand the risk of losing 
the knowledge and expertise needed 
to properly maintain assets in the field. 
The new generation of workers also 
prefers to use digital technology to ful-
fill their day-to-day responsibilities.

 

 
Lastly, plants of all sizes require a more 
efficient maintenance approach. They 
need to know exactly what is happen-
ing with field devices. Two perennial 
conditions, however, often stand in the 
way to gathering timely and consistent 
diagnostic data. First, instrumentation 
often requires using vendor-specific 
software, forcing engineers to be famil-
iar with numerous environments, tools 
and optimizing features. Second, many
devices and business systems operate 
on different fieldbuses, creating the 
need for special hardware and exper-
tise for even basic data sharing.

To ensure effective asset investment 
decision-making and to achieve sus-
tainable results in plant performance, 
companies require a holistic approach 
to lifecycle management enabling vast 
amounts of asset data to be effectively 
managed and leveraged at a practi-
cal day-to-day level. Moreover, asset 
operability and maintainability doesn’t 

Continued
Step-by-Step Approach to Effective Asset Management
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stop at design – it is a continuous feedback loop that should feed into 
future projects.

Focus on Greenfield Start-up
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company, one of the world’s top petro-
chemical producers, recently undertook the U.S. Gulf Coast (USGC) 
Petrochemicals Project, which included a 1.5 million metric tons/year 
(3.3 billion pounds/year) ethane cracker built at its Cedar Bayou facil-
ity in Baytown, Texas, and two 500,000 metric tons/year (1.1 billion 
pounds/year) capacity polyethylene facilities constructed at its Old 
Ocean, Texas, site.

Project design for the Greenfield initiative started in 2012, with me-
chanical completion in 2017 and startup/commissioning in February 
2018. The first on-spec product was produced in March 2018.

As fate would have it, Hurricane Harvey impacted completion of the 
USCG work. The storm made landfall in Texas on Aug. 25, 2017, as a 
Category 4 hurricane and was responsible for approximately $125 bil-
lion in damage in the region. It flooded large parts of the South Texas 
petrochemical facilities and impacted many plant assets, delaying 
startup of the new processing units.
 

As part of the USGC project, Yokogawa (Automation Vendor) was 
enlisted to serve as Main Automation Contractor (MAC) and provide 
a wide range of measurement and control products. The automation 
architecture consists of the Yokogawa CENTUM™ Distributed Control 
System (DCS) with Field Control Station (FCS) controllers, along with 
a Triconex Safety Instrumented System (SIS). It also includes various 
nodes and Input/Output (I/O) cards, as well as Yokogawa’s Plant Re-
source Manager (PRM) asset management solution with servers and 
clients. In addition, the control system incorporates FOUNDATION™ 
Fieldbus devices from multiple vendors for process measurement 
and control and utilizes HART instrumentation from different 
suppliers for Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) packages and 
safety applications. Intelligent devices were employed to help short-
en start-up time and provide advanced diagnostic capabilities.

The PRM solution proved to be a key tool for optimizing asset man-
agement. The software accesses data, provides an appropriate set-
ting and adjustment environment, and displays field device status. 
PRM streamlines and unifies integration of devices and networks 
while providing a single access point to the entire application topol-
ogy. It also enables communication flow of data bi-directionally in a 
standardized and interoperable environment to help support intel-
ligent operations and smart manufacturing. 

Continued 
Step-by-Step Approach to Effective Asset Management
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At the same time, Yokogawa’s Insight-
SuiteAE suite of services works with 
PRM to maximize asset value by moni-
toring all plant-wide equipment utiliz-
ing a fieldbus and digitizing various Key 
Performance Indicator (KPI) metrics 
linked to the health of the equipment.

The plant asset management system 
employs separate PRM Servers for the 
plant’s hot, cold and utility sides, and 
the SIS. There are PRM Clients for each 
Engineering Work Station (EWS). The 
InsightSuiteAE Server and Client are 
used to deliver field asset KPI reports, 
as well as loop and valve comprehen-
sive reports.

Role of FDT® Technology 
Using the right standardized tools 
that are protocol, device and supplier 
independent can be one of the many 
keys to creating an effective and suc-
cessful asset management program. 
FDT® Group standard (IEC 62453, China 

GB/T 29618-2017 and ISA/ANSI 103) 
provides the core component of an 
effective asset management system. 
This technology standardizes the com-
munication interface between field 
devices and control systems, and, as 
such, eliminates the barriers to infor-
mation. It provides independence from 
the communication protocol and the 
software environment of the device/
host system.

FDT® technology consists of two main 
components: the FDT/FRAME™ and 
FDT/DTM™. The FDT/FRAME™ is ei-
ther an embedded component of the 
control system suite or a standalone 
application, whereas the FDT/DTM™ 
is a device-specific application that 
launches within the FRAME or FRAME-
enabled host. Simply put, Device Type 
Managers™ (DTMs™) give device  
manufacturers complete control of the 

Continued
Step-by-Step Approach to Effective Asset Management
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attributes displayed for their device in host applications, thus offer-
ing the user access to the full power and capabilities offered in their 
device.

With FDT® technology embedded in process control systems like the 
Yokogawa CENTUM™ system via access to PRM, plants or factories 
leveraging devices from multiple suppliers using multiple networks 
can institute a single asset management solution to access con-
figuration parameters for each device. This provides access to data 
for higher-level applications, decreases integration costs, improves 
operational and maintenance efficiency, and optimizes plant assets.

In the case of the USGC project, a single asset management solu-
tion was used to initiate and manage the DTMs for all devices. This 
solution contains the communication component to interface with 
the specific fieldbus protocol and enables the device to interoperate 
with the system engineering and operating environment.

Phases in the Asset Lifecycle 
USGC participants took a step-by-step approach to the design, com-
missioning, startup and operation phases of the project to ensure 
a successful asset management solution. Different information was 
used at different stages of the plant to speed up  

implementation and realize specific engineering benefits.

The project team recognized there was a need for integrated plant 
asset management activities over the entire lifecycle of the new 
facilities. This approach would provide plant design engineers, operat-
ing personnel, company management, and solution partners with a 
continuous flow of data meeting their specific needs across all project 
phases.

Too often, an asset management solution is only utilized during a spe-
cific stage of an automation project. It then becomes irrelevant and 
falls into disuse following the intended phase.

Design: During the design phase, the project team focused on en-
suring the Functional Design Specification associated with the asset 
management system was written in such a way as to deliver maximum 
benefit during all phases of the project. The work also included iden-
tification of necessary third-party packages, and definition of re-
quirements for Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT) and Site Acceptance 
Testing (SAT). Instruction manuals, general specification sheets and 
drawings were all included as part of each asset for easy future refer-
ence.

Continued 
Step-by-Step Approach to Effective Asset Management
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Commissioning: In the commissioning phase, project participants 
sought to capture all available diagnostic information during loop 
check procedures. Their objectives were to: 1) confirm that asset 
management was fully utilized for device connectivity, as well as De-
vice Description 
(DD) and DTM 
management for 
all instruments, 
and 2) to create 
baseline data for 
field assets for 
future diagnostic 
purposes. For 
instance, they 
checked to make 
sure control valve 
signatures were 
captured during 
loop check. Ease 
of parameter set-
ting was another 
key benefit of the FDT-based PRM solution. Control room access to 
parameters in all devices provided a big time saving, especially with 

project delays caused by Hurricane Harvey.
 
From the PRM stations, plant personnel can oversee all intelligent 
field instrumentation connected to the asset management system. 

Pepperl+Fuchs Ad-
vanced Diagnostics 
Modules (ADMs) were 
employed for online 
monitoring of the 
fieldbus physical layer. 
ADM DTMs estab-
lished all the baseline 
data for FOUNDA-
TION™ Fieldbus cable/
segment checkout. 

The DTMs saved a 
tremendous amount 
of time during com-
missioning to capture 
physical layer data for 

fieldbus segments and were a valuable tool for troubleshooting from 
a centralized location. Here, too, the Functional Design Specification 
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provided assurance that the asset management system included all 
of the required tools for future stages of the project.

Engineers at the Cedar Bayou facility verified the information for 
their healthy device list prior to the arrival of Hurricane Harvey, and 
then confirmed that most of the devices were in the same healthy 
condition after the storm. They did not have to perform any diagnos-
tics checks for those devices.

Start-up: During the startup phase, asset diagnostic data from ear-
lier phases of the project proved to be invaluable for troubleshooting 
to eliminate communications problems and other issues. 

 
In addition, plant engineers were able to streamline tasks such as 
fine-tuning of device configurations and calibration of valves and 
transmitters and optimize functional test procedure support. Further-
more, they took advantage of detailed reports on bad instrumenta-
tion.
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Operations: Within the operation phase, plant personnel use asset 
management and diagnostics from a central location to help man-
age day-to-day asset monitoring and alarms, and reduce the cost and 
downtime associated with repairs. They will have a single Human-
Machine Interface (HMI) for network and topology scanning, user 
management, documentation and diagnostics, as well as offline engi-
neering. Specific activities will include: Partial Stroke Test (PST) man-
agement, DD and DTM management, document updates, operating 
system and software patches, and revision upgrades. Plant personnel 
will also use InsightSuiteAE for report generation and to identify bad 
actors for maintenance procedures.
 
Benefits to Plant Operators
To minimize design cost and time, and maximize equipment uptime, 
engineers, operators and technicians at industrial facilities must opti-
mize their workflows. The primary success factor involved in achiev-
ing this goal is consistent data management using an optimum asset 
management software solution.
Asset management diagnostic tools can provide clearly recogniz-
able alerts for both operations and maintenance personnel that help 
them determine the severity of a device problem.

 

A correctly installed and maintained asset management system can 
facilitate troubleshooting activities, speeding problem resolution and 
quickly returning devices back to their normal working state. Docu-
menting actions taken to resolve problems will help technicians know 
the best correction procedure in the future, and the asset manage-
ment system is the recommended place to store this type of data.
As described in this article, the use of FDT® technology within Yok-
ogawa’s PRM system enables seamless integration across multiple 
communication protocols and vendor instrumentation. The solution 
is unified within a single interface to optimize operations, mainte-
nance and training procedures.

For most plant personnel, FDT® is an unseen technology that makes 
their jobs easier and enables higher levels of performance and ef-
ficiency. The technology eliminates the need for trips to the field, al-
lowing workers to perform configuration and calibration checks from 
the comfort and safety of the control room. This is possible with an 
enhanced HMI that accurately depicts valve curves and other param-
eters on a tablet or other mobile device.
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Future plans at the Cedar Bayou facility call for the increased use of 
data analytics with smart instrumentation. This includes the de-
ployment of predictive maintenance strategies, whereby predictive 
software will enable maintenance technicians to foresee potential 
device failures, avoid unplanned downtime for service and repair, 
and reduce costs.

Conclusion
Now, more than ever, industrial organizations need to minimize 
downtime, reduce engineering costs, improve data accuracy, pro-
actively monitor field devices across multiple protocols, and setup 
vendors’ devices correctly using one software environment.

In this application, plant operators assisted by Yokogawa as Main 
Automation Contractor were able to simplify an array of design, 
configuration, operations and maintenance tasks as part of a large 
Greenfield project. By providing transparency, ease of use, and multi-
vendor/protocol support, FDT® technology played an important role 
in the successful outcome.
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